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The short-range order in a CoPt alloy was determined at 1203 and 1423 K using neutron diffuse scattering
measurements. The effective pair interactions provided by data analysis reproduce well the experimental orderdisorder transition temperature in Monte Carlo simulations. They complete previous results reported for the
Co-Pt system and are compared to those obtained within tight-binding and ab initio formalisms. Our results
show that the important dependence of the nearest-neighbor pair interactions with composition is not related to
the sample magnetic state at the measured temperatures. Interactions measured in the paramagnetic domain for
the CoPt alloy behave like those in the ferromagnetic domain for the Co3 Pt and Co0.65 Pt 0.35 alloys. The effective
pair interactions related to the tight-binding Ising model provide a relatively good description of the CoPt alloy
thermodynamics close to the ordering temperature (short-range order and temperature of phase transformation),
even if they strongly differ from those measured in this study. The average magnetic moment of Co atoms at
high temperatures was determined from the analysis of the intensity contribution that is not dependent on the
scattering vector. The obtained value is very close to the moment measured at room temperature or determined
from ab initio calculations. This confirms the Curie-Weiss behavior of the CoPt alloy. Finally, transmission
electron microscope observations carried out on samples annealed for about 30 days confirmed that the orderdisorder transition takes place in the 830–843 K temperature interval at the Co3 Pt composition.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.102.134114
I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the mechanisms governing the phase stability of alloys is essential to predicting the modification of their
bulk physical properties by surface or confined effects. This
has important consequences, especially in catalysis, optic,
plasmonic, or magnetic based applications. In all generality, in
metals, transformation temperatures can be sustained by different effects such as chemical, elastic, electronic, or magnetic
interactions and couplings. Identifying the major contributions that must be incorporated in models to reproduce the
thermodynamics of alloys is therefore important. For the CoPt system, this task has not been fully completed yet. At the
present time, an accurate description of the concentrationtemperature phase diagram of the Co-Pt system by atomistic
approaches is still absent.
In the solid state, Co1−x Pt x alloys exhibit three ordered
phases with the classical AuCu (L10 ) and AuCu3 (L12 )
ordered structures around the CoPt, CoPt 3 , and Co3 Pt compositions. Order-disorder transitions take place at temperatures
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close to 1100, 1000, and 830 K, respectively [1–3]. The difference of 170 K between the ordering temperatures of the Co3 Pt
and the CoPt 3 phases cannot be explained by lattice mismatch
(10%) and elastic moduli differences (20%) between
α-cobalt and platinum. It was suggested by Monte Carlo simulation that in binary A-B alloys of the face-centered-cubic (fcc)
structure, the order-disorder transition temperature of AB3 is
higher than that of A3 B when the atom species B is smaller
in size [4]. However, the trend is the opposite in the Co-Pt
system [1,5].
In this system, the Curie temperature decreases rapidly
[6] from TCM = 1400 K at x = 0 to TCM = 0 K at x = 1.0.
The ordering transition occurs in the ferromagnetic domain
for the Co3 Pt phase and in the paramagnetic domain for the
CoPt and CoPt 3 phases. The importance of magnetism in
the formation energies of Co-Pt has been demonstrated using
ab initio electronic structure calculations [7,8].
Phase stability and thermodynamics of substitutional binary alloys have been extensively studied on rigid lattices
using phenomenological approaches such as lattice-gas models coupled to statistical mechanics methods. This consists in
describing the internal energy of the alloy by occupational
degrees of freedom, related to chemical species, interacting
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through an Ising-like Hamiltonian that is expressed as a
sum of pair and higher-order multiplet interactions (triplets,
quadruplets, etc.). In the general perturbation method, the
ordering energy is written as a perturbation development with
respect to a reference state corresponding to the random
alloy. For phase diagram calculations in transition-metal alloys with ordering on a fcc lattice, it has been shown using
tight-binding calculations that (i) the pair approximation is
valid provided their concentration dependence is taken into
account [9,10], and (ii) the magnitude of the effective pair
interaction (EPI) follows the hierarchy |Ṽ1 |  |Ṽ2 , Ṽ3 , Ṽ4 | 
|Ṽ5 , Ṽ6 , . . . |, where Ṽi is the EPI related to ith nearest-neighbor
sites. A useful consequence of describing binary alloys in
terms of EPI relies on the fact that, providing that chemical
effects can be separated from other contributions (elastic,
magnetic, etc.), they can be determined quite simply using
diffuse x-ray or neutrons scattering experiments. The pair
interaction approximation, therefore, provides a framework in
which outcomes arising from experiments and first-principles
calculations can be confronted or combined. However, due
to its simplicity, this approach suffers from several general
limitations: (i) The described model is relevant when chemical
effects are the driving force of the phase stability. For the
L10 -A1 transition, this condition is fulfilled since the primary
order parameter is related to chemical ordering, whereas the
deformation of the unit cell is a secondary order parameter
[11]. (ii) EPI are determined for a given alloy composition.
The formalism is in principle not relevant if the phase transition involves two-phase domains where the concentrations
related to the coexisting phases significantly differ from the
concentration corresponding to the disordered state.
At the CoPt composition, the derivation of EPI from the
formation energy of stable and metastable phases led to a
transition temperature that was about half of the measured one
[12]. This suggests that some effects not taken into account in
the ab initio calculations and in the cluster expansion (CE) formalism [13] prevent the accurate prediction of the transition
temperature. This could be the contributions of the vibrational
free energy [14] or electronic excitations [15].
The short- and long-range orders (SRO and LRO) developing in the disordered state close to solid-solid phase transitions
have been investigated using neutron and x-ray diffuse scattering experiments near the Co3 Pt and CoPt 3 compositions
[5,16]. The EPI calculated with the inverse cluster variation
method [17] (ICVM) exhibit an important composition dependence of the nearest-neighbor pair interaction energy. As
the measurements on Co3 Pt were carried out in the ferromagnetic domain whereas those on CoPt 3 were made in the
paramagnetic domain, this behavior could be attributed to
the effect of magnetism. Similar measurements at the CoPt
composition could answer this question. The Monte Carlo
simulations performed on a rigid fcc lattice with the derived EPI succeeded in reproducing the experimental ordering
temperatures. This shows that effective pair interactions determined from diffuse scattering measurements on Co-Pt alloys
can be used as quantitative data for developing atomic interaction potentials—implemented on- or off-lattices—capable of
describing accurately the main features of the alloy phase diagram (ordering temperatures, asymmetry, and compositions
related to congruent transformations). This step is the basis

for studies devoted to precipitation kinetics [18,19] or surface
and interface phase stability [20–22], for example.
Semiempirical atomic interaction potentials were also employed to study the Co-Pt system. Due to the great interest
associated with the use of nanoalloys with the L10 structure
in high-density recording media, the CoPt composition was
intensively investigated. In most parametrizations of the tightbinding formalism within the second moment approximation
of the electronic density (TB-SMA), the ordering temperature is below the measured one (within a 15–50% interval)
[23–26]. A recent calibration provides better results since the
ordering temperatures of the CoPt and CoPt 3 phases were in
good agreement with experiments [22]. However, the asymmetry of the phase diagram with respect to the equiatomic
composition was not reproduced. Indeed, the transition temperature of the Co3 Pt phase is also close to T = 1000 K
instead of T = 830 K. The embedded atom model (EAM)
was not more successful [27]. Encouraging results have been
provided by a modified EAM (MEAM) model, which successfully reproduces the asymmetry between the L12 structures
with deviations of 7–8% from experimental values [28]. The
ordering temperature of the L10 phase is, however, 12% lower
than in measurements and 100 K lower than the one related to
the CoPt 3 phase.
With the objectives of (i) determining if the strong concentration dependence of Ṽ1 is related to the sample magnetic
state at the measured temperatures, (ii) acquiring quantitative
data on the SRO developing at temperatures close to the
ordering temperature, and (iii) providing interaction energy
for developing reliable atomic potentials, we have carried
out neutron diffuse scattering measurements on CoPt single
crystals. EPI are deduced within the ICVM. Monte Carlo simulations are performed to calculate transition temperatures,
SRO, LRO, and phase equilibria related to the measured and
reported EPI for the Co-Pt system.

II. NEUTRON DIFFUSE SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS
A. Experimental details

A CoPt single crystal of equiatomic composition was
grown using the Bridgman technique from a polycrystalline
ingot prepared by arc melting of 4N metals under an argon
atmosphere. The crystal bar was homogenized with a 168 h
heat treatment at 1373 K under secondary vacuum ended by
air quench. Three cuboidal specimens with dimensions close
to 4.5 mm × 4.5 mm × 4.5 mm and faces oriented parallel
to a (001)- (for two of them) and a 110-type (for the other
four) crystallographic plane were then shaped with the spark
erosion technique.
To minimize absorption and multiple scattering effects, the
three samples were stacked up for the neutron measurements.
After the first measurements at Tds = 1203 and 1423 K with
horizontal (001) faces [(001) diffraction plane], each sample
was rotated by 90◦ to switch to the (110) diffraction plane.
Diffuse scattering measurements were performed with the
D7 time-of-flight spectrometer of the Institut Laue-Langevin
(ILL) using an unpolarized neutron flux with an incident
wavelength of λ = 3.02 Å. The four-slits chopper rotation
frequency was 133 Hz. The samples were wrapped in a
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FIG. 1. Typical neutron time-of-flight spectrum recorded at
Tds = 1423 K in the CoPt sample. Circles correspond to experimental
data and lines to the separation of elastic and inelastic contributions:
in cyan: elastic contribution = a trapeze (in dark blue) convoluted by
a Gaussian (in green); in blue: quasielastic phonon; in orange (magenta): high- (low-) energy phonon; in red: sum of all contributions.
The channel width is 7.32 μs and the elastic linewidth is close to
2.2(9) meV.

niobium foil fixed on a high-temperature boron nitride holder
in a high-temperature furnace mounted on a ω-rotation stage
(the furnace rotation axis is vertical). The scattered intensity
was recorded with four banks of 16 3 He-gas detectors covering the diffraction angles, 2θ , from −80◦ to 145◦ with a step
of about 3◦ . The ω sample rotation extended on 180◦ with a
2◦ step at Tds = 1203 K and a 4◦ step at Tds = 1423 K. The
incident beam was monitored from its diffusion by a niobium
foil. Signals with the empty furnace and with an absorber
(a Gd rod with the same width and place as the sample)
were registered at the two temperatures in order to correct
the signal from an instrumental background. Measurements
with a vanadium rod were also made in the same geometries
at room temperature to calibrate the detectors.
A time-of-flight (TOF) analysis was performed to separate
the elastic signal from the phonon and magnetic inelastic
contributions, which are quite important at the investigated
temperatures. The elastic intensity was modeled by a trapezoid convoluted by a Gaussian shape adjusted on the signal
measured on the vanadium reference sample at T = 300 K
(Fig. 1). The elastic linewidth was close to 2.2 meV. Inelastic and quasielastic scattering (phonons) was modeled by
Gaussian functions. For further analysis, we only considered
spectra where elastic and inelastic contributions were wellseparated. Moreover, spectra where a high elastic signal was
originating from the high-temperature chamber (detected in
the empty furnace signal) or from the sample Bragg peaks
were also discarded. Diffuse scattering maps used to calculate
the short-range order parameters finally consisted of more
than 2200 relevant data points in each diffraction plane for
measurements at Tds = 1203 K and more than 1300 points
in each plane at Tds = 1423 K. The maps are plotted in

FIG. 2. Corrected intensity in CoPt at Tds = 1423 K: (a) (001)
and (b) (110) diffraction planes and at Tds = 1203 K: (c) (001) and
(d) (110) diffraction planes. qxy is the vector along the [11̄0] direction
in reciprocal-lattice units (RLU). The dashed line in (a) indicates the
location of the intensity profile shown in Fig. 4. qi is qy for (a) and
(c), and qz for (b) and (d).

reciprocal-lattice units (1 RLU = 2π /a Å−1 ) using the lattice
parameter a measured by Leroux et al. [1].
The intensities deduced from the TOF spectra were
corrected for instrumental background, detector efficiency,
dynamic atomic displacements (Debye-Waller attenuation),
multiple scattering, and sample absorption with the procedures reported by Kentzinger et al. [16]. The corrected
intensity is referred to as Iexp . In the following, intensities
are expressed in Laue units (LU), which are defined as 1
LU = Nx(1 − x)(bCo − bPt )2 , with bCo = 2.49 ± 0.02 fm and
bPt = 9.60 ± 0.01 fm, the Co and Pt nuclear coherent scattering lengths, N is the number of atoms in the sample, and x
is the concentration of Pt. In a fully disordered alloy, Iexp is
constant and equal to 1 LU.
B. Experimental results

The intensity maps measured at Tds = 1423 and 1203 K
for the (001) and (110) reciprocal-lattice planes are shown
in Fig. 2. The white areas correspond to domains where no
measurement could be done or to excluded regions where a
precise determination of the diffuse intensity was not possible
due to the sample or the furnace Bragg peaks, or due to too
large inelastic contributions.
Some diffuse intensity maxima are clearly observed
around the superstructure positions—(100) and equivalents—
revealing a strong short-range order. Iexp is modulated at Tds =
1203 K (Tds = 1423 K) between 2.1 ± 0.4 LU (1.85 ± 0.35
LU) for the lowest values and 10.2 ± 1.1 LU (6.7 ± 0.7
LU) for the highest values. The relative error bars are 9%
at the superstructure peaks and below 20% in the lowestintensity ranges. As expected, the diffuse intensity decreases
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with increasing temperature. The maps show the symmetries
expected in a cubic lattice in the two investigated planes. The
displacements are small because, in the intensity maps, there
is neither a significant shift of the maxima positions from the
superstructure positions nor an asymmetry of the peaks, nor
is there a detectable difference between (100)-, (110)-, and
(120)-type superstructure peaks.



where  uτp,iτ  is the average relative displacement between
atoms of type τ and τ  (i.e., Co and Pt) separated by r p .
ρ2,p (τ τ  ) is the probability of finding atoms τ and τ  at a
distance r p . It is equal to (1 + α p )/4 and (1 − α p )/4 for homochemical (CoCo or PtPt) and heterochemical (CoPt) pairs,
respectively. b is the usual contrast factor: b = bCo − bPt .
In Eq. (2), the q-independent term has the following form:
Icst = 1 + Inucl + Ipara ,

III. DATA ANALYSIS
A. Short-range-order parameters

The corrected intensities were then used to determine the
Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters defined as
αp = α p = 1 − PA (B) (rp )/cA ,

(1)

A (B)

(rp ) is the probability to have an A atom on the
where P
site rp = a2 (l, m, n), knowing that there is a B atom at the
origin. p stands for the integers (l, m, n) and p for the number
of the shell occupied by site (lmn) and its equivalents by
symmetry. A positive (negative) α p value corresponds to an
attractive (repulsive) chemical interaction between the central
atom and the atoms of the same species in the pth shell.
The separation of the contributions related to the chemical SRO and the static atomic displacements was achieved
using the Borie and Sparks [29] formulation. The method,
adapted when small displacements occur, consists in writing
the modulated intensity as a sum of a term associated with
the correlations between chemical species and terms related
to static displacements. In CoPt3 [16] and Co3− Pt 1+ alloys
[5], the first-order term in the displacement expansion was
sufficient to have a good description of the scattered intensity
in spite of a 13% atomic size mismatch between cobalt and
platinum. Local distortions may be indeed small even for large
atomic size differences. In this study, the measured intensities
were thus also described using the first-order development in
the displacements u p at lattice site rp :
Iexp (q) = ISRO (q) + ID1 (q) + Icst ,

(2)

where q is the scattering vector, Icst is a constant term related
to incoherent scattering, whereas ISRO and ID1 are the shortrange-order and displacement contributions, cross sections per
atom in Laue units given by

ISRO (q) =
αp cos(q · rp ) = α(q),
(3)
p>0

ID1 (q) =

3


hi Qi (q),

(4)

i=1

where {hi } are the coordinates of the scattering vector in 2π /a
units (RLU). The quantities Qi (q) are related to the Fourier
transform of the first-order displacement parameters γ pi :

Qi (q) =
γpi sin(q · r p ).
(5)
p

In an equiatomic alloy, the displacement parameters γ pi are
defined by

2π  bτ bτ 

γ pi = −
(6)
ρ2,p (τ τ  ) uτp,iτ ,
2
a τ,τ  b

(7)

where the first term on the right-hand side, unity, is the SRO
contribution when r p = 0, the second term is the incoherent
nuclear scattering arising from isotopic and nuclear spin disorder, and the last term is related to the incoherent cross section
due to magnetic moments of electrons in the paramagnetic
phase. The last two contributions are calculated, respectively,
with incoherent nuclear scattering cross sections and magnetic moments reported for Co and Pt atoms. For the sake of
readability, the calculations are detailed in Appendix B. Icst is
found equal to 3.14 ± 0.33 LU assuming that Co atoms hold
their room temperature moments and 2.55 ± 0.14 LU assuming that they have zero magnetic moments. The Pt moment is
assumed to disappear in the paramagnetic phase.
A least-squares procedure was used to reproduce the corrected data with Eq. (2) using sets of SRO parameters α p
and first-order displacement parameters γ pi . After an analysis of the sensitivity to the number of p shells in Eqs. (3)
and (4), the best results were obtained with NSRO = 20 and
ND1 = 7 for both temperatures investigated. The corresponding values are reported in Appendix A (Tables II and III). Icst
was 2.992 ± 0.010 LU at Tds = 1203 K and 2.962 ± 0.015
at Tds = 1423 K. The paramagnetic moments thus do not
change significantly between the two temperatures and are
equal to 1.52 ± 0.06μB on average. The paramagnetic state
thus pertains to a situation in which Co atoms hold their
room-temperature moments (within experimental uncertainties [30]).
The contributions to the diffuse intensity calculated with
the obtained SRO and first-order displacement parameters are represented in Fig. 3 for measurements at Tds =
1423 and 1203 K. ISRO presents all symmetries of a cubic
reciprocal space (mirrors, rotation, and translation symmetries); ID1 presents the mirrors including O, the origin in the
reciprocal space, and π /4 [only in the (001) plane] and π /2
rotations around O due to the hi term in Eq. (4). Only the
top-right quarters of the simulated maps are shown as they can
be extended taking into account the symmetry planes including O. Note that the scales are different for ID1 that is much
smaller in amplitude than ISRO and presents changes of sign.
The γ pi values are lower than 0.07, which is consistent with
the hypothesis of small displacement amplitudes assumed in
the Borie and Spark formalism [29]. They are also of the same
order of magnitude as those measured for a CoPt 3 alloy [16].
The agreement between experimental and simulated intensities is assessed by analyzing profiles going through four
superstructure reflections, which are associated with SRO parameters of the alloy (dashed lines in Fig. 2). The intensity
profiles related to measurements at Tds = 1423 and 1203 K are
represented in Fig. 4. Experimental data correspond to symbols with error bars, and calculations correspond to colored
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FIG. 3. Simulated intensities in the (001) and (110) planes in CoPt at Tds = 1423 and 1203 K: (a),(b) and (g),(h) total intensity; (c),(d) and
(i),(j) short-range-order contribution (ISRO ); and (e),(f) and (k),(l) first-order displacement contribution (ID1 ). Note that the intensity scales differ
between (a), (b), (c), (d), or (g), (h), (i), (j), and (e), (f), (k), (l). qi is qy for (001) planes, and qz for (110) planes.

lines whose thickness indicates the uncertainty resulting
from the data processing. For Tds = 1423 K, the intensity
at the maxima is satisfyingly reproduced with NSRO = 20
[Fig. 4(a)]. For Tds = 1203 K, increasing NSRO from 20 to
30 allows us to increase the intensity at the maxima and to
reach the experimental error bars, but it strongly increases the
uncertainty on the resulting values [Fig. 4(b)]. In addition, the
first SRO parameters are not sensitive to the variation of NSRO .
Therefore, 20 parameters were used to describe the shortrange order in the CoPt alloy. Since measurements were performed about 100 K above the ordering temperature, the difficulty to fully match measurements with simulations for Tds =
1203 K is probably inherent to some pretransitional effects.
B. EPI from the inverse cluster variation method

The next step was to determine the effective pair interactions (EPI) from the experimental values of SRO parameters
α(r p ). This was performed with the ICVM previously used to
fit SRO data for CoPt 3 in [16] and for Fe0.804 V0.196 in [31].
The Hamiltonian of the system was described by
N
1 
Ṽ (ri j ) σi σ j ,
H ({pi }) =
2 i, j=i=1

(8)

with Ṽ = (VCoCo + VPtPt − 2VCoPt )/4, the EPI that depend on
the distance ri j = r p between atoms located in a fixed fcc

lattice. σi = ±1 is the spin variable related to the occupation
of the atomic site i. In the C-O approximation, the farthest
pairs considered are the sixth-neighbor pairs. Nevertheless,
the fifth-neighbor pairs are excluded since they do not belong
to the maximum clusters, the face-centered cube, and the
13-point cubo-octahedron [32]. However, it can be assumed
that they have a weak contribution to the alloy stability since
the amplitude of SRO parameters decrease in the following
order: second, first, fourth, sixth, fifth, and third (Table II
in Appendix A). The EPI obtained from our measurements
are listed in the upper part of Table I (ICVM) as well as
those reported in the literature [12,22] and based on rigid
fcc lattice calculations. The values determined from the neutron diffuse scattering measurements significantly differ from
those obtained from the cluster expansion approach (CE) and
the tight-binding Ising model (TBIM). The repercussions on
transition temperatures and short-range order are discussed in
Sec. IV.
C. Monte Carlo calculations

With the aim of determining the order-disorder (OD) temperatures and the SRO parameters, the EPI obtained from the
ICVM and those reported in the literature were used as input
parameters of Monte Carlo simulations carried out on a rigid
fcc lattice with periodic boundary conditions. The calculations
were carried out with 20 × 20 × 20 unit cells of four atoms.
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence (5 K step size) of the CoPt alloy
long-range order (LRO) parameter calculated near the transition for
the two EPI sets determined in this study (see Table I). L10 and A1
are, respectively, the ordered and the disordered structures.

FIG. 4. Experimental (black bullets) and simulated intensities
(taking into account the cumulated error bars by an area) along the
qx = 1 RLU line in CoPt (a) at Tds = 1423 K (violet area: NSRO =
20). ND1 = 7 and (b) at Tds = 1203 K (violet area: NSRO = 20 and
green area: NSRO = 30).

TABLE I. EPI (Ṽi ) obtained from neutron diffuse scattering
measurements at Tds = 1423 and 1203 K in the Co0.5 Pt 0.5 alloy
using ICVM. Order-disorder temperatures (TOD ) are calculated using
Monte Carlo simulations. Results arising from EPI reported in the
literature are also listed in the last two columns.

Ṽ1
Ṽ2
Ṽ3
Ṽ4
Ṽ6

(meV)
(meV)
(meV)
(meV)
(meV)

TṼ1 −Ṽ4 (K)
TṼ1 −Ṽ6 (K)a
a

With Ṽ5 = 0.

ICVM
1423 K

ICVM
1203 K

CE
[12]

TBIM
[22]

14.88 ± 1.00
−4.85 ± 0.65
0.07 ± 0.48
−3.00 ± 0.35
−0.05 ± 0.24

12.56 ± 0.67
−7.32 ± 0.47
0.78 ± 0.39
−1.26 ± 0.16
−0.22 ± 0.14

10.35
−4.75
4.35
2.8
0

34.5
8
8
0
0

Ordering temperature (TOD )
1085 ± 87
1005 ± 48
480
1095 ± 95
1025 ± 65
480

1120
1120

The initial configuration of the Markov chain consisted in a
random solid solution. The thermodynamics of the binary alloy was described with the Hamiltonian of Eq. (8). A detailed
description of the code and the methodologies developed to
determine phase diagrams of binary alloys in different thermodynamic ensembles were provided in previous papers [4,33].
To calculate the alloy phase diagram, the Monte Carlo
simulations were performed in the semi-grand-canonical
(N, μ, V, T ) ensemble where the total number of atoms
N, the alloy chemical potential μ, the volume of the simulation V , and the temperature T are fixed quantities. The
Metropolis algorithm [34] is applied to changes of atomic
species on single sites (Co ↔ Pt flipping mechanism). The
composition was thus not conserved during the Markov chain.
The advantage of the semi-grand-canonical thermodynamic
ensemble is that only single phases take place in the simulation, thus avoiding artificial effects caused by interfaces
between ordered and disordered phases. The ordering state
of the alloy is monitored as a function of the composition
and the temperature with a LRO parameter defined within the
concentration wave representation [2,35]. The order-disorder
temperatures corresponding to all the EPI sets are reported in
Table I (TOD ). The temperature dependence of the LRO parameter calculated for the EPI determined at Tds = 1203 and
1423 K exhibits a similar behavior (Fig. 5): the two curves are
superimposed in the disorder state, and the discontinuity of the
order parameter at the transition is the signature of a first-order
transformation. The amplitude of the discontinuity is 0.23 for
the highest temperature and 0.16 for the lowest. This hierarchy
tends to consolidate the fact that the transition is weakened
by some pretransitional effects. The transition temperature
depends on the interaction cutoff distance (Fig. 6). For EPI
determined at Tds = 1423 K (filled symbols), a 500 K jump
is indeed observed when interactions farther than the third
neighbors are considered. Weak effects are observed between
the second and the third, or between the fourth and the sixth
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FIG. 6. (a) CoPt order-disorder temperature as a function of the
EPI cutoff distance. Distances are given as neighbor shell numbers
(p) and interatomic distance coordinates (rp ) in a/2 unit (bottom and
top axes, respectively). The experimental transition temperature of
the alloy is indicated by the dashed line. (b) SRO parameters as a
function of the distance for four EPI cutoff distances.

interaction distances. For the EPI determined at Tds = 1203 K
(open symbols), the transition temperature increases with the
interaction distance up to the fourth-neighbor shell and then
stabilizes at temperatures close to 1000 K. Monte Carlo calculations thus show that interactions up to the fourth-neighbor
atomic shell are required to reproduce the experimental orderdisorder transition temperature. The effects of the accuracy
of EPI on the transition temperature have been assessed with
Monte Carlo simulations. The ordering temperature variations
are close to ±90 and ±60 K for the two sets of EPI (see
Table I), which is consistent with the used formalism [16].
To calculate SRO parameters, the Monte Carlo simulations
were performed in the canonical (NCo , NPt , V, T ) ensemble
where the number of cobalt NCo and platinum NPt atoms,
the volume of the simulation V , and the temperature T are
fixed quantities. The Metropolis algorithm [34] is applied to

FIG. 7. (a) Effective pair interactions and (b) related SRO parameters as a function of p, the atomic neighbor shell number, in the
CoPt alloy.

exchanges between particles to reproduce chemical correlations (Co ↔ Pt swapping mechanism). The composition is
thus conserved. The initial configuration is equilibrated by
5 × 105 swapping attempts per atomic site before computing
the Warren-Cowley parameters with the following equation:
αp =

ρ p − y2
,
1 − y2

(9)

in which y = 2NPt /N − 1, and ρ p is the configurational average of the spin variable product σn σm where the atomic site
m is located in the pth-neighbor shell of the atomic site n.
The values of α p are calculated every 100 Monte Carlo steps
(MCSs), where a MCS consists in N swapping attempts. The
mean value and the standard deviation were finally determined
from 1000 values of α p . The results related to the different EPI
sets are represented up to the 11th atomic shell in Fig. 7(b),
and the numerical values are listed in Appendix C (Table I)
for the sake of readability. This analysis of these results is
provided in the following section.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Neutron diffuse scattering measurements were carried out
at two temperatures close to the order-disorder transition of
the CoPt alloy. The main outcome is the determination of
the EPI, which reproduce (i) the short-range order developing
close to the transition, as well as (ii) the experimental ordering
temperature, TOD . The temperature sensitivity of the EPI allowed us to evaluate (i) the reliability of the results, and (ii) the
presence of magnetic or pretransitional effects. The analysis
of the constant term of the diffuse scattering cross section
resulted in the estimate of the average magnetic moment in
the paramagnetic regime. Using Monte Carlo simulations, the
phase stability of the alloy at and around the equiatomic composition and the uncertainties related to the data analysis were
investigated. The importance of interactions up to the fourth
atomic neighbor shell was pointed out. To evaluate the stability of these approaches to predict accurately the SRO state
and the order-disorder temperature at the CoPt composition,
the EPI obtained at high temperature were confronted with
those arising from theoretical studies based on the CE and the
TBIM. By considering all the diffuse scattering measurements
carried out for the Co-Pt system [5,16], we obtain the concentration dependence of the EPI providing the basis for the
development of reliable atomic interaction potentials that can
reproduce the composition-temperature phase diagram of the
Co-Pt alloy (such EPI are still missing at present). We now
discuss all these aspects based on the results presented above.
Temperature effects. The neutron diffuse scattering measurements were carried out at temperatures 383 and 603 K
higher than the Curie temperature of the alloy (TCM = 820 K
in the disordered A1-CoPt [6]). In this high-temperature
range, magnetic correlations were expected to be negligible
and the EPI should correspond to the mean-field limit, thus
being temperature-independent [36]. This is verified in this
study; differences were not more than a few meV between
the two measurement temperatures [Fig. 7(a)]. Such variations were of the order of the usual accuracy provided by
the measurement technique and by the hypotheses made in
the data analysis [16]. The temperature dependence of the
EPI mainly affected the SRO parameters related to the shells
farther than the fourth atomic neighbor distance with relative
deviations in the 22–44% interval [Fig. 7(b)]. Moreover, the
deduced ordering temperature (TOD ; see Table I) is close to
the experimental one (1098 K). A 10% difference (100 K)
was observed between the two measurement temperatures.
Since the accuracy of the ordering temperature determination
is close to 90 K, it is not possible to affirm that this difference
is inherent to some physical effects.
The q-independent term of the diffuse scattering intensity
differed by about 1% between the two investigated temperatures. Therefore, the average paramagnetic moment of
1.52 ± 0.06μB , determined from the measurements, was not
significantly modified by temperature.
Importance of interactions. Starting from the EPI determined up to the sixth-neighbor shell, the influence of the
interaction distance on the ordering temperature and the shortrange order close to the transition was investigated with Monte
Carlo simulations. Considering the interaction between sixth
neighbors (sites at the ends of the body diagonal of the cu-

bic unit cell) increases the ordering temperature by 53% in
comparison to the situation in which interactions up to the
second or up to the third neighbors are considered [Fig. 6(a)].
A good agreement with the experimental temperature was obtained only in calculations that use interactions farther than the
third-neighbor shell. The discontinuity of the LRO parameter
at the transition temperature followed the behavior found at
the ordering temperature: a value of 0.43 ± 0.01 was calculated when interactions up to the third-neighbor shell were
considered, and a value of 0.23 ± 0.01 was calculated when
considering interactions up to the fourth and sixth atomic distances. The SRO parameters calculated with interactions up to
the second- and third-neighbor shells were similar due to the
weak value of Ṽ3 , and they strongly differed from the SRO parameters calculated with interaction up to the sixth-neighbor
shell in terms of amplitude and sign [Fig. 6(b)]. When EPI
related to the fourth-neighbor shell were included, the SRO
parameters of the two sets were equal for distances up to the
eighth neighbors. SRO parameters related to interactions up to
the fourth-neighbor shell exhibited nonzero values [Fig. 6(b)].
Reliability of the reported EPI. The EPI measured in this
study can be compared to those reported in the literature for
the CoPt alloy. Figure 7(a) represents the EPI calculated by
Chepulskii et al. [12] using the CE approach and those deduced by Lopes et al. [22] within a TBIM. The corresponding
ordering temperature and SRO parameters are provided in Table I and in Fig. 7(b), respectively. EPI obtained from the CE
were rather close to those measured in this study. However, the
SRO parameters and the ordering temperature (450 K) were
not in good agreement with experimental results. This shows
that some missing contributions play a significant role in the
thermodynamics of CoPt alloys (e.g., vibrational free energy
[14] and electronic excitations [15]). EPI obtained from the
TBIM are strongly different from the EPI derived in this study,
but the SRO parameters are in good qualitative agreement.
For the first-neighbor shells, relative errors are indeed in the
10–25% interval depending on the temperature. Discrepancies
of 41% and 102%, however, are observed for α2 at 1203 K
and α3 at 1423 K. As expected, the ordering temperature is
equal to the measured temperature. Indeed, this was a constraint in the determination of EPI [22]. The relatively good
description by the TBIM EPI of SRO developing close to
the ordering temperature has to be pointed out because the
transition temperature is the only information directly related
to the high-temperature thermodynamics that was included in
the fitting procedure.
Concentration dependence of EPI and magnetism. Diffuse scattering measurements had previously been performed
for Co0.75 Pt 0.25 , Co0.65 Pt 0.35 , and Co0.25 Pt 0.75 compositions
[5,16]. The EPI are summarized in Appendix C (Table V),
and the phase diagram calculated with Monte Carlo simulations at and around each composition is represented in Fig. 8.
Around the Co0.75 Pt 0.25 alloy, the diagram features a narrow
two-phase domain [Fig. 8(a)] with an ordering temperature
close the temperatures determined experimentally by Inden
[37] and Capitan et al. [5] (≈830 K). The ordering related
to the Co0.25 Pt 0.75 alloy was also shown to correspond to a
two-phase domain with a transition temperature close the one
determined experimentally [Fig. 8(c)] [16]. The composition
dependence of the EPI determined from all the diffuse scat-
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FIG. 8. Composition-temperature phase diagrams calculated using Monte Carlo simulations in the semi-grand-canonical thermodynamic
ensemble close to Co0.75 Pt 0.25 (a), Co0.5 Pt 0.5 (b), and Co0.75 Pt 0.25 (c). The corresponding chemical potential-temperature ( μ-T ) phase
diagrams are represented in the insets. T1 and T2 are the upper and lower limits of the two-phase (ordered-A1) range deduced from experimental
EPI at the measurement concentrations. It is referred to as T1,2 when these two temperatures are not distinguishable.

tering measurements in the Co-Pt system is represented in
Fig. 9 with open (full) symbols for the ferro- (para-) magnetic
state of the alloy at the temperatures of the diffuse scattering
measurements. The data sets from this study are those at
x = 0.5. For the sake of readability, the EPI measured at Tds =
1423 K are shifted in composition by c = 0.03. Red lines

are quadratic fits to the EPI measured in the previous studies
[5,16]. For the CoPt alloy, the EPI measured at Tds = 1203 K
follow quite well the fits. The calculated ordering temperature is, however, 75 K below the experimental one. The EPI
measured at 1423 K deviate by a few meV from the quadratic
behavior. The transition temperature is nevertheless equal to
the experimental one. This is consistent with the formation
enthalpy of the L10 structure, which reads
EL10 = −16Ṽ1 − 32Ṽ3 − 32Ṽ5

FIG. 9. Composition dependence of EPI determined from diffuse
scattering and ICVM in the Co-Pt system. Red lines are guidelines
(parabolic fits). Data corresponding to Tds = 1423 K are displaced by
c = 0.03 for the sake of clarity. Filled symbols correspond to measurements in the ferromagnetic state, open symbols to measurements
in the paramagnetic state.

(10)

for interactions up to the sixth atomic shell. Assuming that Ṽ5
is zero, EL10 is −226 ± 23 meV at −1 for Tds = 1203 K and
−240 ± 31 meV at −1 for Tds = 1423 K.
In Fig. 9, the EPI determined in the paramagnetic state for
the Co0.5 Pt 0.5 alloy do not exhibit a singular behavior with
respect to those determined in the ferromagnetic state for the
compositions Co0.75 Pt 0.25 and Co0.65 Pt 0.35 . The drop in the
composition dependence of Ṽ1 is therefore not caused by the
change of the magnetic state at the measurement temperature.
At high temperatures, in the chemically disordered state
(A1 structure), the average magnetic moment of the CoPt
alloy was estimated to be 1.52 ± 0.06μB and temperatureindependent. This value is close to the magnetic moment
of ferromagnetic cobalt (1.76 ± 0.26μB ) obtained from xray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements at
room temperature and ab initio calculations [30]. It is also
in agreement with the Curie-Weiss-type behavior observed
in the ordered and disordered states [38], as expected from
the fact that pure cobalt is a strong ferromagnet. The magnetic moment of cobalt is therefore only weakly modified
by temperature (0 < T < 1423 K), by the magnetic state
(ferromagnetic/paramagnetic), and by the chemical order
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phase stability only. The ordering temperatures, asymmetry
of the phase diagram, and compositions related to congruent
transformations are not fully reproduced.
V. CONCLUSION

FIG. 10. Experimental phase diagram of the Co-Pt system from
the work of Inden et al. [37], Leroux et al. [1], and Le Bouar et al.
[39], shown in black. Blue open circles are the phase boundaries
derived from Monte Carlo calculations using the EPI determined
from diffuse scattering experiments [5,16,40] (symbols in Fig. 9).
Red hatched regions are ordered/disordered two-phase domains calculated using a quadratic composition dependence of EPI (line in
Fig. 9).

(L10 /A1 ). This induces that the concentration dependence of
the measured EPI is not related to some magnetic moment
variations.
Phase diagram. Phase stabilities in the Co-Pt system have
been experimentally investigated by various techniques: x-ray
diffraction, electronic microscopy, and electrical resistivity
measurements [1,37,39]. The resulting phase diagram is represented in Fig. 10 by black lines and dots. The Co-rich
domain has not been studied extensively because of the slow
atomic diffusion at temperatures close to TOD , i.e., the transition temperature. For cross-checking purposes, three samples
with the Co0.75 Pt 0.25 composition were sealed in quartz tubes,
one in each, homogenized for 48 h at 1273 K and then
annealed at 823, 830, and 843 K for 74, 62, and 62 days,
respectively. The order-disorder transition temperature determined by transmission electron microscope observations was
estimated in the 830–843 K range, in agreement with the
reported values by Inden et al. [37] and Capitan et al. [5]
(Appendix D).
The order-disorder transition temperatures calculated from
the data provided by all the diffuse scattering measurements
are also superimposed in Fig. 10 (blue circles). The error bars,
close to 125 K, have been estimated from the uncertainties
related to the EPI determination [16]. A good agreement between experimental and calculated ordering temperatures is
obtained, notwithstanding the accuracy of the EPI determination and the simplicity of the model. Magnetic, elastic effects
as well as electronic entropy are indeed neglected in such a
rigid lattice approach.
For the sake of comparison, the phase diagram calculated
with the quadratic composition dependence of EPI (Fig. 9) is
superimposed (red lines) to the experimental phase diagram.
This approximation leads to a qualitative description of the

The phase stability of the CoPt alloy was investigated close
to its order-disorder transition temperature (TOD = 1100 K)
using neutron diffuse scattering experiments. The effective
pair interactions (EPI) obtained from measurements carried
out at 1423 and 1203 K indicate that, taking into account the
limited accuracy of the technique and the hypotheses made
in the data analysis, the EPI belong to the mean field limit,
thus being temperature-independent. Temperature mainly affects atomic shells farther than the fourth-neighbor distance
yielding a 100 K variation of the calculated order-disorder
transition temperature. The comparison of EPI with those
reported in the literature within the cluster expansion [12] and
the tight-binding Ising model [22] shows that the TBIM EPI
provide a relatively good description of the alloy thermodynamics at temperatures close to ordering temperature (shortrange order and temperature of phase transformation), even if
they strongly differ from the EPI determined in this study.
The determined EPI complete those already measured for
the Co0.75 Pt 0.25 , the Co0.65 Pt 0.35 , and the Co0.25 Pt 0.75 compositions [5,16]. Their composition dependence shows that the
EPI determined in the paramagnetic state for the Co0.5 Pt 0.5
alloy do not significantly differ from those determined in the
ferromagnetic state for Co0.75 Pt 0.25 and Co0.65 Pt 0.35 . The drop
in the composition dependence of EPI related to the firstneighbor atomic shell is therefore not caused by the change
of the magnetic state at the measurement temperature.
Transmission electron microscope observations carried out
on several annealed Co0.75 Pt 0.25 samples confirmed that the
order-disorder transition takes place in the 830–843 K temperature interval. The synthesis of the experimental and
numerical studies devoted to the Co-Pt phase stability shows
that the simulation of its phase diagram is not yet satisfactory.
Improvements would necessitate to incorporate both magnetic
and elastic effects, which are usually neglected in rigid lattice
approaches [8].
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APPENDIX A: SRO AND FIRST-ORDER DISPLACEMENTS
PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM
THE DATA PROCESSING

The measured intensities are described using the first-order
development in the atomic displacements [Eqs. (2)–(4)]. A
least-squares procedure was used to reproduce the corrected
data using sets of SRO parameters α p and first-order displacement parameters γ pi . The best results were obtained with
NSRO = 20 and ND1 = 7 for both of the investigated tem-
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TABLE II. SRO parameters (α p ) obtained from neutron diffuse
scattering measurements at Tds = 1203 and 1423 K in the Co0.5 Pt 0.5
alloy.
p

l

m

n

α Tpds =1203 K

α Tpds =1423 K

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
2
2
2
3
2
3
4
3
4
4
3
4
4
5
5
4
4
5
4

1
0
1
2
1
2
2
0
3
1
2
3
2
3
1
2
4
3
3
4

0
0
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
2
2
1
0
1
0
3
0
2

−0.1078(21)
0.1568(19)
−0.0230(13)
0.0788(12)
−0.0250(10)
0.0464(13)
−0.0099(6)
0.0339(15)
0.0014(10)
−0.0011(7)
0.0244(8)
−0.0013(9)
0.0159(7)
−0.0051(5)
−0.0101(9)
−0.0050(6)
0.0139(10)
−0.0020(9)
−0.0035(7)
0.0094(8)

−0.1002(19)
0.1102(20)
−0.0091(11)
0.0619(12)
−0.0171(10)
0.0272(13)
−0.0046(6)
0.0071(18)
0.0049(11)
0.0016(8)
0.0120(9)
0.0024(9)
0.0025(8)
−0.0024(5)
−0.0053(9)
−0.0009(6)
0.0068(11)
0.0004(8)
−0.0006(8)
0.0041(8)

peratures. The corresponding values of α p and γ pi are given
in Tables II and III, respectively, for the two measurement
temperatures.
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE q-INDEPENDENT
CONTRIBUTION IN NEUTRON DIFFUSE SCATTERING

The incoherent cross sections found in the tables correspond to the contributions due to isotopic distribution
tab
and to nuclear moments: σinc
(Co) = 4.8 ± 0.3 barn and
TABLE III. First-order displacement parameters (γ pβ ) obtained
from neutron diffuse scattering measurements at Tds = 1203 and
1423 K in the Co0.5 Pt 0.5 alloy.
p

γ px

γ py

γ pz

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.0624(10)
−0.0398(20)
−0.0090(10)
−0.0136(9)
0.0199(9)
−0.0040(9)
0.0147(7)

Tds = 1203 K
0.0624(10)
0
−0.0014(7)
−0.0136(9)
0.0090(9)
−0.0040(9)
0.0019(7)

0
0
−0.0014(7)
0
0
−0.0040(9)
0.0026(6)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.0670(12)
−0.0386(26)
−0.0095(11)
−0.0125(12)
0.0102(10)
−0.0007(10)
0.0067(7)

Tds = 1423 K
0.0670(12)
0
−0.0045(8)
−0.0125(12)
0.0058(11)
−0.0007(10)
0.0004(8)

0
0
−0.0045(8)
0
0
−0.0007(10)
0.0022(7)

TABLE IV. EPI (Ṽi ) and SRO parameters (α p ) obtained from
neutron diffuse scattering measurements at Tds = 1423 and 1203 K in
the CoPt alloy using ICVM. Order-disorder temperatures (TOD ) were
calculated using Monte Carlo simulations. Results arising from EPI
reported in the literature are also listed in the last two columns.

Ṽ1
Ṽ2
Ṽ3
Ṽ4
Ṽ6

(meV)
(meV)
(meV)
(meV)
(meV)

ICVM
1423 K

ICVM
1203 K

14.88(100)
−4.85(65)
0.07(48)
−3.00(35)
−0.05(24)

12.56(67)
−7.32(47)
0.78(39)
−1.26(16)
−0.22(14)

CE
[12]
10.35
−4.75
4.35
2.8
0

TṼ1 −Ṽ4 (K)
TṼ1 −Ṽ6 (K)a
p

Order-disorder temperature (TOD )
1085(87)
1005(48)
480
1095(95)
1025(65)
αp

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

−0.100(2)
0.110(2)
−0.009(1)
0.062(1)
−0.017(1)
0.027(1)
−0.005(1)
0.007(2)
−0.005(1)
0.002(1)
−0.012(1)

a

−0.108(2)
0.157(1)
−0.023(1)
0.079(1)
−0.025(1)
0.046(1)
−0.010(1)
0.034(2)
0.001(1)
−0.001(1)
−0.024(1)

−0.059(2)
0.070(3)
−0.028(1)
0.004(2)
0.006(1)
0.006(2)
0.003(1)
0.005(3)
−0.002(1)
−0.001(1)
0.003(1)

TBIM
[22]
34.5
8
8
0
0
1120

−0.120(1)
0.103(4)
−0.028(2)
0.077(3)
−0.007(1)
0.044(3)
−0.010(1)
0.020(3)
−0.013(1)
0.017(2)
−0.006(1)

With Ṽ5 = 0.

tab
(Pt) = 0.13 ± 0.11 barn. Using a rule of mixtures, we get
σinc
tab
tab
σinc
(CoPt) = 2.465 ± 0.205 barn and Iinc
(CoPt) = 1.55 ±
0.14 LU.
In the paramagnetic state, a supplementary contribution has
to be added: the incoherent cross section due to the average
paramagnetic quadratic magnetic moments Mμ2 on species μ.
Assuming g = 2 (neglecting the spin-orbit coupling), it can be
written as [41]
2
T



dσ
2 γ e2
2
(q)
=
F
(q)
Nμ Mμ2 ,
(B1)
d
3 2me c2
H =0
μ

TABLE V. EPI (Ṽi ) reported from diffuse scattering measurements in the Co-Pt system. Order-disorder temperatures (T MC )
calculated using Monte Carlo simulations are compared to measured
ones (T exp ).
Co0.75 Pt0.25
[5]
Ṽ1
Ṽ2
Ṽ3
Ṽ4
Ṽ6

(meV)
(meV)
(meV)
(meV)
(meV)

T exp (K)
T MC (K)
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Co0.65 Pt 0.35
[5]

13.81
13.52
−6.21
−7.15
1.31
0.87
−0.73
−0.24
0.51
0.08
Order-disorder temperature
830
837
861

Co0.25 Pt 0.75
[16]
3.76(70)
−7.73(107)
1.11(43)
−3.17(76)
−0.29(80)
996
1002(104)
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FIG. 11. TEM observations. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern recorded in the [001] zone axis of a Co0.75 Pt0.25 sample
(a) at T = 830 K and (b) at T = 843 K. Insets: intensity profiles associated with the dashed boxes.

where Nμ is the number of μ atoms, me and e are the electron mass and charge, c is the speed of light, and γ is the
neutron gyromagnetic ratio. We can assume that F (q), the
magnetic form factor, is constant in the investigated q-range:
γ e2 2
2
−1
( 2m
at −1 .
2 ) F (q) ≈ 72.65 mbarn sr
ec
The magnetic moments in CoPt have been measured using x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at 300 K by
Grange et al. [30]: μCo = 1.76 ± 0.26μB and μPt = 0.35 ±
0.05μB (we assume a 0.15 relative error bar, typical for
XMCD). As the Pt moment is induced by a polarization of its
electronic bands by the average Co moment, the Pt moments
disappear at the Curie temperature. We thus obtain an upper
limit for the paramagnetic incoherent contribution per atom:
Ipara = 0.59 ± 0.19 LU. The value of the constant term in the
experimental data is finally Icst = 1 + Inucl + Ipara = 3.14 ±
0.33 LU assuming that Co atoms keep their 300 K moment,
and Icst = 2.55 ± 0.14 LU assuming that all Co moments disappear.

The ordering state of the alloy is monitored as a function of
the composition and the temperature with a LRO parameter.
The order-disorder transition temperatures corresponding to
all the EPI sets analyzed in this study are listed in Table IV
for the Co0.5 Pt 0.5 alloy and in Table V for other compositions
(TOD ).
(ii) To calculate SRO parameters, the Monte Carlo simulations are performed in the canonical (NCo , NPt , V, T ) ensemble
where the number of cobalt and platinum atoms, NCo and
NPt , the volume of the simulation V , and the temperature T
are fixed quantities. The Warren-Cowley parameters α p are
calculated with Eq. (9). The results related to the different EPI
sets are listed up to the 11th atomic shell in Table IV for the
Co0.5 Pt 0.5 alloy.
APPENDIX D: TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPE OBSERVATIONS OF
THE Co0.75 Pt0.25 ALLOY

The EPI obtained from the measurements and those reported in the literature are used as input parameters of Monte
Carlo simulations carried out in a rigid fcc lattice with periodic boundary conditions.
(i) To calculate the transition temperatures, the Monte
Carlo simulations are performed in the semigrand-canonical
(N, μ, V, T ) ensemble where the total number of atoms
N, the alloy chemical potential μ, the volume of the
simulation V , and the temperature T are fixed quantities. In
this ensemble, only single phases take place in the simulation.

Co0.75 Pt 0.25 φ3 mm × 250 μm annealed disks were mechanically thinned to 50 μm using 1200, 2400, and 4000
paper-grit and then diamond suspensions (3 and 1 μm). The
specimens were then ion-polished with a GATAN Precision
Ion Polishing System (PIPS) in dual beam mode. Finally,
observations were carried out in a FEI CM20 transmission
electron microscope operating at 200 kV. Diffraction patterns
acquired along the [001] zone axis in samples annealed at
Ta = 830 and 843 K are represented in Fig. 11. Line profiles,
represented in the insets, reveal that the intensity ratio between
the superstructure peaks related to the L12 phase and the (200)
fundamental peak related to the solid solution is 15% for
Ta = 830 K and 2% for Ta = 843 K.
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